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Book. Practical advice for investors from investors Presenting
a fresh approach to investment guidance, Wealth of
Experience is built on real investors stories about what has
worked-and what hasn t worked-for them during their
personal investment journeys. The Vanguard Group, one of the
world s most respected investment companies, asked hundreds
of investors who have succeeded in accumulating real wealth
to explain how they ve gone about it. Their personal accounts
make this a one-in-a-kind book with extraordinary insights on
saving, investing, and managing money from ordinary
investors for their peers. Wealth of Experience has
straightforward, battle-tested advice on investing for
retirement, learning about finance, and managing money. The
invaluable guidance from experienced fellow investors can
help readers avoid major financial pitfalls and learn from
mistakes others have made. Vanguard s research confirmed its
long-held belief that individual investors-sometimes derided on
Wall Street as unsophisticated-are a savvy and capable group.
This book proves that their collective wisdom is as valuable as
any expert advice. The Vanguard Group (based in Valley Forge,
PA) is the world s second-largest mutual fund...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin

Comprehensive guide! Its this type of very good read through. It is actually writter in simple words and phrases rather
than difficult to understand. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B er nie Ma nte PhD-- B er nie Ma nte PhD
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